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Forward. The objective of the routing protocols is to deliver
this information to the nodes in the network [3].
In this type of networks, probable availability of multiple
route paths form source to destination is offered, and the
major critical issues is to determining the best available route
path, considering the energy utilization, also alternate route
path if the existing route path is malfunctioned due to the
presence attacks, and provided that the safety to the ad-hoc
network by introducing intrusion detection system.
The organization of manuscripts described as below,
where the introduction of the MANET and design issues is
provided in the Section I. The existing works in the MANETs
contributes information about the available routing protocols,
and secure intrusion detection system at the end of Section II.
Routing protocols and the selection of the existing protocol
are presented in Section III. Section IV gives the design and
implementation of the research work,followed by the
simulation of the SIDSERP work against the existing AODV
and DSR algorithms in the Section IV. Conclusion of
protocol and comparison analysis of the work, gives the
analysis and shows increase in the performance with the
existing protocols are described.

Abstract: Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) works without
any essentialsetupas required in the wired networks for its
communication. Since MANETs lack a compact infrastructure
type as its topology is dynamic, the major concern in this type of
networks are the energy consumption in the routing and also they
are prone to security issues in the networks as it lacks firewalls
and sufficient software which fails to the data protection in
wireless networks. To provide energy management and security to
these networks types, many Intrusion Detection System (IDS) has
been implemented earlier, that are focusing on either only the
routing protocols or their efficiency, but they do not address the
energy utilization and the security problems. In the proposed
work, Secured Intrusion Detection System Energy Routing
Protocol (SIDSERP) for mobile ad-hoc networks determines the
best available route path, considering the energy utilization, also
finds the alternate route path if the existing route path is
malfunctioned, also provides the safety to the network by building
an intrusion detection system. The proposed protocol work is
carried out in network simulator-2 and comparison against the
existing Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)
and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocols. The network
performance metrics considered are the packet delivery ratio
(PDR), throughput and energy consumption.
Keywords: Energy, intrusion detection system, mobile ad hoc
network, security.

II EXISTING WORK

I INTRODUCTION

In demand to improve the existing routing protocols with
energy managements and also providing the safety of the
ad-hoc networks by introducing the Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) in the existing protocols, it is important to build
thesafety intrusion detection system that can compact with
security issues in the network. Such security methods can be
developed only with the extensive research on the existing
protocols. The section is divided into two parts, where in the
existing routing protocols with respect to the energy is
discussed in the first part and the other section discussed
about the secure intrusion detection system as described
below.

Wireless

networks and particularly mobile ad-hoc
network are the future to all the devices for communication
[1]. The MANETs operate without any sophisticated
architecture built as in the wired infrastructure networks.
These networks are able to connect any device at any given
time in the network to communicate with each other.
This way of data communication processed by mobile
users is not found in the traditional wired network, as the
nodes are static or stationary in this type of network [2].
This process of communication enabling between the
nodes for sending and receiving information to its associate
co-operating nodes in the network, proposes the challenges
on enterprise aspects of routing algorithms [2]. Generally, the
routing protocols establish multiple links to route the data
information in the networks and the routing proceeds
between these nodes, only if data information is present to

A. Routing Protocols in Mobile Ad-hoc Network
Numerous systems in MANETs have been implemented
and their impact on networks has been analyzed using
different performance metrics. The major related design
issues in mobile ad-hoc network are the route calculation.
That deals to find the best and accurate route to sink node
during the mobility and network topological changes and
uniformly distributed. All these problems including reliable
secured network and gaining accurate spectrum are
considered in the earlier research work [4].
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Researchers argue with a simple algorithm [5] providing
implementation details that describes, and which provides
connectivity of the nodes, and build the strong
communication and the node limitation to the radio range in
wireless communication. There are many protocols that are
existing based on the shortest-path protocol mechanism and
flooding algorithm is used in the proposed system. A
dynamic routing algorithm is developed for possible
elimination of the ideal links at the time of backbone network
setup will not yield minimum energy solution for route
calculation to establish and maintain the network for
connection related sessions which make use of the
knowledge of re-routing configuration to cope with the
nondeterministic topology changes. The author [6] provides
the shortest path routing algorithm used in MANETs in
command to know the numeral nodes availablefor routing in
the network.
For a wireless radio spectrum to communicate in a mobile
network, the [7] provided that the MANETs differ
significantly from other existing networks and co-operative
network. The mobile nodes are dynamic in nature and also act
as administration in the network topology. In [8] explained
the nodes are self-configuring and intended to be
de-centralized control in the network topology. In such
networks, it is not desirable to assume all the nodes will have
single hop communication with each other. So, such type of
networks need specialized efficient routing protocols which
provide self-starting behavior of mobility. In such situations,
existing wired network routing protocols would degrades in
performance. In wireless correspondence framework, there is
dependably interest for new routing protocols have been on
interest in MANETs. Invention of any new wireless routing
protocol is categorizedbuilt on the mobility and character in
which route data base consisting of the data tables are
created, preserved and updation is done at regular interval.
For multi-hop communication various routing protocols
have been proposed [8]. These protocols, traditionally
evaluated in terms of data rate loss, packet overhead and
route length. A growing emphasis on long-lived networks has
added energy consumption as an important metric.
A number of research studies have been done on energy
routing protocols of MANETs. Network performance based
on energy has been major focusing area for research on
routing protocols in MANETs. The designed conservative
routing algorithms in which are performance based and
optimization fairly energy efficiency is needed.

detection system is the building blocks of the wireless
network.
The paper [12] explores the nodes features and discussed
the routing variances when the IDS are considered for the
MANETs. The author [13] presents an IDSprocess using a
clustering protocol for the sensor networks. This paper
discussed three types of routing attacks.
In [15], the authors provided the DSR protocolsfor the
networks and provided the effects the performance metric.
The analysis provided decrease in the PDR, throughput of the
system. The authors provided different available algorithms
in the network with high overhead.
The security of the network needs to be addresses by
introducing the secure intrusion detection system that
provides security to the network, along with the energy
utilized routing protocols for the mobile ad-hoc network.
III ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR MOBILE AD-HOC
NETWORKS
Routing protocols in the MANETs are molded by
sufficient size devices that can easily be accesses anywhere
and anytime of the network. In the subsequent section,
several available protocols based on routing will be discussed
for the selection of the existing protocol suitable and present
the novel proposed secured intrusion detection system energy
routing protocol (SIDSERP) for the network.
A. Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing
The protocol finds its paths in the network by broadcasting
a route request from the origin to all the associates nodes, till
it reaches to the destination node. The route request process
to all the associate nodes needs to provide the reply by the
node by forwarding the route reply to the source from the
destination node. The associate nodes update this information
in the routing table and updated packets are again broadcast
through the header packet in the network. This process is
continuous till all communication is completed in the
network. If network is malfunctioned with the link failure,
then again the process should be started from the route
request again.
B. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
This protocol is categorized into two phases. The initial
phase is the route discovery and the other is route looking
after phases termed as maintenance phase. The crucial
difference between this protocol and other reactive protocols
is the routing information is confined in the header packet of
the protocol. As protocol sends the packet header to its
associates, the nodes don’t save the routing information in the
cache memory. The associate’s nodes can store this
information to improve the network performance if required.
Also the DSR protocols support the asymmetric links. DSR
are best suited to the small networks consisting of 50-100
nodes.

B. Secure Intrusion detection system
The secure IDS for MANETs are the other major concern
that needs to be addressed. The security of the networks
majorly depends on the cooperation provided by the nodes.
The author [9] provided the intrusion detection system, where
in the nodes cooperates is performed by the IDS agent in the
ad-hoc network. These agents are liable for information
forwarding/detection of any malfunction available in the
network. The paper [10] presents the traditional way of
intrusion detection layering structure where in the approach
proposed the separating the routing and scheduling the
energy of the nodes is described. But this approach is not
appropriatefor ad-hoc wireless networks. The author [11]
discussed the medium entree and direction-finding intrusion
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Route 4 = {S- 2-M-D},
Route 5 = {S-1-2-M-D},
Route 6 = {S- 2-M-6-D},
Route 7 = {S- 2-M-5-7-D},

C. Protocol Selection
Out of all the routing protocols, i.e., AODV and the DSR
protocol, the most scalable is the DSR because of its process
of implementation and preferred for this manuscript as ease
of enactment was one of the crucial selection aspects.
Both protocols procedure of transmitting information is
different. In AODV the routing information is saved by the
each node itself where as in DSR the routing information is
included in the header packet. In comparison with the nodes
mobility, the AODV performs better with less mobility and
DSR performs better in high mobility in the network. Hence
DSR was preferred,since it was the utmost efficient in terms
of energy utilization.

In the network two malicious nodes are present and the
network implements the secure intrusion detection system in
proposed protocol.
The flowchart of the secure intrusion detection system is
shown in Figure 2.
Intrusion Detection System Module

IV SECURED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
ENERGY ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR MOBILE
AD-HOC NETWORK
Secured IDSrouting algorithm is proposed built on existing
modified DSR algorithm for implementation of the
SIDSERP. Energy factor is considered as main criterion for
choosing a shortest route path. Diminish in the nodes
remaining energy force expands the expense of a node. The
goal is amplifying the lifetime of an ad hoc network.
Basically to keep up the network topology information the
nodes are not required for an on-demand routing protocol.
Using a connection establishment process, the necessary path
will be obtained by the nodes, as and when required. The
stack wherein the diverse layer of the network protocol are
focused in order to have better efficiency and different
regressive practices have begun in the area of power
conservation. On the other hand, the MAC layer and the
network layer have been focused for the examination.
Consider a network model as shown in Figure 1 to
understand the proposed secured intrusion detection system
energy routing protocol for MANETs.

S = Source node, D = Destination node, M = Malicious Node

Fig. 2. Proposed IDS for MANET

Fig. 1.A nework model

In the proposed protocol, when the node receives
messages/commands packets from its associates, the minimal
energy required for forwarding packets to be active is
denoted by (𝐸𝑀 ) and the energy (𝐸𝐿 ) is included to overcome
the problem of unstable links due to channel fluctuations. The
channel attenuation are calculated as difference of
transmitted energy (𝐸𝑇𝑀 ) and the receiver energy (𝐸𝑅 ).

In the model presented, the source node {S} transmits the
route request {RREP} packets to all its associates node, the
nodes forward this route information till it reaches all the
nodes in the network or till it extentsto destination node {D}.
The route paths from {S to D} in the network are provided
as follows
Route 1 = {S-4-D},
Route 2 = {S-M-5-D},
Route 3 = {S-3-M-5-D},
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where 𝑥 is the total number of packets transmitted
successfully that has reached to the destination and 𝑦 is the
total number of originated packets sent by the source.
In Figure 3, the PDRversus the execution time in termsof
50, 100, 150 and 200s respectively. The simulation results
can be observed that the packet delivery ratio drops
drastically with increasing execution time. It can be inferred
that the AODV and DSRaffects the performance of the
algorithm as compared to increased PDR in the SIDSERP.

The average energy consumption by nodes in network is
computed by the equation (1) and it is generally measured in
terms of Joules (J).
𝐸𝑇 = 𝐸𝑇𝑀 − 𝐸𝑅 + 𝐸𝑀 + 𝐸𝐿

(1)

The residual energy 𝐸𝑅𝐸 of the node can be computed by
difference of the initial energy (𝐸𝐼 ) with the consumed energy
(𝐸𝐶 ) in the network as given in the equation (2)
𝐸𝑅𝐸 = 𝐸𝐼 − 𝐸𝐶

(2)

Total energy average consumption of overall nodes (N) in
network is given by the equation (3)
𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝐸𝐼 − 𝐸𝑅𝐸

(3)

Secure intrusion detection system identifies the malicious
nodes in network and sends alert messages packets to all the
associate’s nodes, thereby providing the security to the
network and avoids malfunction in the network.
The minimal energy consumption and secure intrusion
detection system applied to the network and the protocol
finds the shortest route path as Route 1 {S-4-D}.
A. Energy saving Mechanisms
Wireless networks have to depend on convenient with
limited energybattery. In communication, the energy
consumption at the node energy is dominant when compared
to the energy consumption in processing. Thus the
communication system must have efficient energy to
optimize the different states consumption communication.
Proposed network should satisfy both the security
intrusion detection system and the minimum energy
consumption to build the security intrusion detection system
energy saving routing process for mobile ad-hoc networks.
Thus secure communication, minimum energy between the
nodes in the networks is implemented in the proposed work.

Fig. 3.Packet delivery ratio vs Execution time.
The Table II provides the PDR in terms of percentage for
different protocols
Table II: Comparison of PDR in percentage with
different protocols
100
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Percentage
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0

V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulation of the proposed work SIDSERP with the
existing AODV and DSR protocol respectively are
implemented in the network simulator-2 considering the
metrics packet delivery ratio, throughput with varying
execution time and energy consumption with varying number
of nodes respectively. The simulation parameters
specifications are described in the Table 1 described below.

90

94
87

PDR
DSR

AODV

SIDSERP

Measure of data reaching successfully in the given period
of time is termed as throughput of the network, and usually
measured in kilobits per second (kbps).

TABLE I: Parameter Specification
Simulator
Area
No. of Nodes
Node deployment
Transmission Range
Initial Energy
Execution Time
Traffic type
Communication system
Routing Protocols

Network Simulator-2
(Version 2.34)
500m * 500m
100
Random way point
200m
100 Joules
200s
Constant Bit Rate
MAC/IEEE 802.11G
AODV,DSR and SIDSERP

A. Performance Metrics
The parameters of the simulation are explained as below in
terms of the packet delivery ratio, throughput and energy
consumption.
𝑥
𝑃𝐷𝑅 =
(4)
𝑦

Fig. 4.Throughput vs Number of nodes.
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Figure 4 of the SIDSERP, DSR and AODV protocol shows
the variation in terms of the throughput. It is obvious that
there is amazing decrease in the throughput.

utilizing the energy is directly proportional to maximum
network life time of nodes. The throughput and packet
delivery ratio are also considered as major critical issues.
Hence, it is difficult to design and develop a well-tailored ad
hoc routing protocol by considering these parameters.
Metrics such as minimum energy cost can enlarge the time
till the first node goes down and hence the network
partitioning time increases. Implementation is done with
NS-2 simulator with scenario of 100 nodes. The observations
are made with variation in execution speed in the network
scenario. After analysis in different situations of network, it
can be practical that SIDSERP perform better than AODV
and DSR.The proposed SIDSERP enhances the performance
increase in terms of its packet delivery ratio and throughput
and decrease in its energy consumption as observed with the
DSR and AODV protocol.
The future enhancement in this can be additionally built
IDS in identification of the different kinds of attacks in the
network and preventing.

Table III: Comparison of Throughput in percentage with
different protocols
88
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Throughput
DSR

AODV

SIDSERP

The Table III provides the throughput in terms of
percentage for different protocols
Energy Consumption defined the average rate of the
energy consumption of node times the time of operation.
In Figure 5, the energy consumption vs. the number of
nodes is plotted. It is seen that the energy consumption
increases with the number of malicious nodes.
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